EXIA BI Roadmap
A BI Roadmap in 30 days
For decision-makers struggling to obtain the information required to make the best decisions, an audit
or BI strategic plan is the best way to take stock of your current situation, define your needs and
objectives and create a roadmap to help you achieve them.

DESCRIPTION OF OFFER
To produce the roadmap in 30 days, we use a proprietary methodology based on best practices in business intelligence
and our years of experience in the field. The analysis comprises 6 phases:
1. Initial planning – Project set up, introduction and taking charge by our resources,
reading of mandate-related reference material
2. Interviews with key client stakeholders
3. Revision of information assets
4. Analysis and first iteration of document
5. Drafting of final document
6. Presentation of deliverable

INCLUDED IN OFFER

CONDITIONS

• A directory of available information resources,
including an assessment of the format and content
• An overview of the current situation in your
decision-making process
• An analysis of the challenges to be faced in the shift
toward a higher maturity level of information
• A set of detailed recommendations on an effective
decision-making process aligned with
the company’s strategic plan
• Identification and prioritization of initiatives
to be implemented
• Proposals in line with the existant technological
environment

• For SMEs only
• The client commits to making key contacts available
to EXIA throughout the duration of the mandate
• The mandate must be completed within
30 consecutive business days

Contact us today
to discuss your project!

Who are we?
EXIA is a consulting firm specializing in business intelligence (BI) and data management services and products. Through our
total commitment to this field, we have acquired extensive expertise, positioning ourselves among the leading Quebec firms in
this business sector.
EXIA ranked 38th in the annual PROFIT HOT 50 listing in 2013, published by the reputable Canadian magazine
PROFIT. In 2014, the company made its first appearance in the prestigious Branham 300 list in the “25 Up and
Coming ICT Companies” category, consisting of a select group of 25 particularly innovative organizations.
Constantly growing, EXIA now ranks 205th in the Branham 300 list of top Canadian companies, confirming its
expertise in business intelligence.
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